Every year the value of labour depends more and more on its efficiency. The work of the poor, ill-fed, ill-housed, illpaid labourer becomes more worthless every year. He is easily tired, he is unintelligent, he makes stupid mistakes from sheer ignorance. Just because the modern workman has to do with costly machinery where his forefather had to do with simple tools, his stupidity is more mischievous, more costly to his employer than his forefather's, blunders. Unless he is worth a great deal, he is worth less than nothing to society; he is a burden and an encumbrance. This is the best justification for using some of the profits of capital in improving the dwellings, the education, the whole environment of the working classes. Let no man say that the money so expended is " conscience money." The man who has built up a great industry in any place is a benefactor to that place. He has, in very fact, " made two blades of corn grow where but one grew before," and he has a right to the gain that his wisdom and energy have earned. But in so far as he works by instruments which he directs and controls, it is to his interest that these instruments should be the best of their kind, and in perfect condition. Now many of the instruments he employs are human beings, the most difficult of all machines to keep in working order, all the more difficult that they have a volition of their own, which does not always lead them to do the best for themselves, from an employer's point of view. Any employer of experience will tell you that it is best for him that his workers should be in good health. A bad physical condition means a bad mental condition, from which anything may result. The evils that have been wrought even by such a common ill as indigestion have been chronicled before now. Is it not said that the first battle lost by Napoleon, the event that first turned his fortunes downwards, was lost through the great general having indiscreetly dined off some indigestible fare, and not having mind and temper under such perfect control as usual ? Lesser Napoleons suffer in the same way every day, and in their own sphere the results are just as disastrous.
The Question* of Health.
If then it is the employer's interest to get as much work of as good quality as possible out of his workers, it is his interest to keep them in health. In the past employers have not always seen this. When men and women were kept at work till they were so tired that they could scarcely stand, and their weary eyelids fell over their eyes, the plea offered by their masters was that "the last hour's work gave the profits." When hours were shortened by law, the masters found, to their surprise, that profits increased rather than diminished. As it was put, they found that it was in the last hour's work that their profits had been lost. This was the more remarkable because Mr. Treo, having produced the same play at Her Majesty's Theatre with the idea of keeping it on the bill as long as possible, was able to mount it with much more magnificent scenic display. But so adinirablo is the "all round" acting at the Lyceum, so poetical is the treatment accorded to the dreamlike play, and so evenly is the balance kept between fantasy and buffoonery, that those who failed to witness the play at one house because they had seen it at the othor have lost a good deal. '? Hamlet " is to be performed alternately with " The Rivals "?the only non-Shakesperean play which the season includes?during the next fortnight, and will bo given in its entirety, lasting from half-past throe till about ten, with an interval for dinner. However enjoyable the performance may be, I fear that after all those hours of murder, mania, and suicide, the playgoers, as well as the play-actors, will be a little weary. 
